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be used should a geyser be switched on

, ,~' .1' . andoffcomparedto leavingiton. When
'-. 2 ~ j"" ,~, a geyser with a 150 litre capacity ist ~ . ,f., .,,' ' , ""'.,-' . switchedoff and stores the water in it
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1,J"'~.' I at the thermostat set point, the
~ ., ~ .=:i . water temperature will reduce by
, ~ r i ~ .. approximately 10°C over a 24 hour

:: m- period,resultingina2.59kWhelectricity
, " _. saving. This so-calledstandingloss is a

c, ': (~I qualitystandardset bythe SABS.Ifthe-, ~ water is used at the lower temperature,
~ U a small electricity savingwill be achieved.

,I Ifthe geyser is switched on, 2.59kWh of
\... electricity will again be required to heat

the water up to the original temperature
and no saving will be achieved, but the
geyser will also not use more electricity
than ifit was not switched offat all.
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A hot bath before bedtime, an invigorating
shower to get the day started, a lovelycup of tea
to ban the cold from your bones... The icygrip of
winter makes hot water more of a necessity than a
luxury.

In support of Energy EfficiencyCampaign 2007,
Eskom brings you the story behind the story as far
as water heating is concerned. Byunderstanding
more about geysers and their operation given
specificcircumstances. we hope to help you make
the best water heating choices - not only for you
home. but also forthe country as a whole,

Your geyser isone of the most electricity-hungry
appliances inyour home. Infact, heating water for
cooking. laundry. dishwashing and bathing and
washing make up 30 - 50% of your household's
electricity bill. Improvingthe energy efficiencyof
hot water use in your home therefore makes
sense both trom a financialand an environmental

conservation point of view.

Conventional electric geysers

A few easy steps can increase your geyser's
energy efficiency:

.. Determine the optimal thermostat setting
accordingto the number of people in the
house and how hot you want the water to be at
the point of consumption furthest away from
the geyser. The average household can save
almost RSO per year by turning the geyser
thermostat down to 60 degrees.
Insulate hot water pipes and install a geyser
blanket to limitthe loss of heat Bydoing this,
the average household can save approximately
R280 per year.

Save some more by usinghot water to shower,
instead of taking a bath, especially when you
have a low-flow showerhead. These two

measures could boost your wallet by almost
R300 per year.
A lot of hot water isM wasted in the kitchen

without us even realisingit
When you open the hot water tap, the
geyser starts working, meaning that you
waste enough electricityto power 100small
radios every time you open the tap to fillthe
kettle or rinse the vegetables. Only open
the hot water tap when you specificallywant
hot water.

Ifyour geyser is far trom the kitchen, installa
small geyser above the sink just for
dishwashing. This will give you more hot
water for use in the bathroom and less hot

numbers on your electricity bill.
Rinsingdishes under a running hot water tap
is particularly wasteful.

Boilthe kettle for small quantitiesof hot
water, and store excess hot water in a
thermos flask for later use.

A leaking hot water tap, dripping at a rate of

one drop (I ml) every two seconds, not only

wastes water, but also some R330 per year

in electricity used to heat the wasted water.

CONTACT DETAILS

Eskom Head Office: +27 II 800 2776

Alternatively +27 II 800 5221
www.eskom.co.zaldsm

PHYSICAL ADDRESS

Eskom Megawatt Park, Maxwell Drive, Sunninghill,
Sandton

It is a fact that switching a geyser on and
offwill not damage the thermostat, given
that the thermostat by nature of its
operation switches on and off all the
time.

It is fiction that switching geysers on
and off will result incracks in the geysers.
The thermal shocks during normal
operation are much greater than the
slow c'oolin8.iLthe geyser is switched off
and allowed to cool.

It is a fact that when a geyser blanket is
used the geyser should still be switched
off. The geyser blanket reduces the rate
at which the water in the geyser cools
when it is switched off, resulting in less
electricity required to heat the water up
again. Tests have shown that geyser
blankets have the potential to save 20%
of the 2,59kWh of electricity required to
reheat the water if the geyser had been
offfor 24 hours.

It is fiction that a geyser covered with a
geyser blanket can overheat and explode
or catch fire. Provided the correct
materials are chosen for the blanket
there is no risk of fire or explosion. The
blanket does nothing more than
reducing the temperature loss to the
atmosphere. while the thermostat still
controls the water temperature.
Therefore. the final control set point
remains the same inside the geyser,
regardless of whether there is a blanket
or not.


